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Letter to the Editors
Review Criticized
I was astonished by the lengthy
review of Clive Goodwin's A BirdFinding Guide to Ontario (Ontario Birds

13: 77-82). One page of review and
five more mostly carping criticism.
By its very nature, an extensive
guide for the whole of Ontario will be
deficient in some respects. Dwelling
on such defects to the exclusion of its
obvious merits is destructive. Last
minute revisions are impractical and
expensive (ever built a house?). Clive
Goodwin deserves great credit for
producing a second edition after only
13 years -- Pettingill took 25!
After publication of the first
edition, many birders wrote in with
corrections and suggestions, all of
which were graciously acknowledged
by the author. Seemingly, the
reviewer did not do likewise. Pity.
Birders visiting the United States
seldom travel without their ABA Lane
guides. Modern systematic lists with
bar codes are far superior to the old
four seasons system. Especially so
with fast Inoving migrants (e.g. Fox
Sparrow). Goodwin has taken much
trouble with his systenlatic list and
subjected it to review by none other
than three of the province's top
authorities: jclrnes, Weir and Ridout.
I anl glad he has follo\ved ABA's
exalnple, and visiting birders vvill find

it invaluable (locals too) despite the
reviewer's scepticism. Many other
criticisms deserve rebuttal, but I will
cite only two:
1. Lack of precise directions for
locating Louisiana Waterthrush. Atlas
of the Breeding Birds of Ontario classes
this bird as "rare", with only three
nesting sites being in any form of
protected area. All other sites are on
private land. Ontario Birds at Risk
calls it I'threatened". Need I say
more?
2. Now for the hilarious Woodlawn/
Woodland storm-in-a-teacup. Likely
Goodwin was mislead here by using
local sources. OFO's excellent "Bird
Finding Guide # 1: Birding in the
Hamilton Area" in Ontario Birds
8 (3) has no less than three references
to Woodlawn Cemetery. This guide
was written by a Hamiltonian, but
alas, his collaborator lived east of the
dreaded Credit River! As Ed Mirvish
might say, a touch of humbility"
was needed here.
I suggest that most experienced,
as well as novice, birders will
welcome this second edition of
A Bird-Finding Guide to Ontario and
find it helpful, if only for hot-line
birds in unfanliliar areas. I consider
111 y rlloney very well spent.
II

Gordon Bellerby
Niagara-on -the- Lake
Ontario
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